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Verbal McMullin, photo removed from life certificate Class of 1908 group. 
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Buford Sherrill, photo removed from life certificate Class of 1908 group. 
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Annie Proctor, photo removed from life certificate Class of 1908 group. 
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H.L. Donovan photo removed from life certificate Class of 1908 group. 
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Wyllie McNeal, photo removed from life certificate Class of 1908 group. 
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F.E. Cooper, photo removed from life certificate Class of 1908 group. 
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Betsey Madison, photo removed from life certificate Class of 1908 group. 
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Nellie Stuart, photo removed from life certificate Class of 1908 group. 
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Roy Tuck, photo removed from life certificate Class of 1908 group. 
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William Bohannon, photo removed from life certificate Class of 1908 group. 
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Nancy McNeal, photo removed from life certificate Class of 1908 group. 
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Herman West, photo removed from life certificate Class of 1908 group. 
1908/  / 
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